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Abstract

Abstract

Linsen, H.M.: Active sound absorption by impedance control,

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven Uni
versity of Technology and Philips Research Laboratories, Semiconductor Materials Devices
group, Analog Neural Network project, Eindhoven, Feb. 1994.

In this thesis an alternative method is presented to actively control sound. This method is based
on the fact that the sound power can be described by acoustical impedance. Controlling this
impedance will result in controlling the acoustical power.

One method to actively control this impedance, is by a loudspeaker. This device can electrically
be compensated for its electrical, mechanical and acoustical losses to create at its diaphagm an
acoustic impedance of almost zero. The constraints for this compensation circuit in combination
with a loudspeaker and the design of a practical application, are the main topics of this report.
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Symbols

Symbols

Electical symbols:

loudspeaker ~
operational amplifier

current source

+
voltage source

Gnd

Ia
operational transconductance amplifier

capacitor

r"istance Q

inductor ~
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Introduction

Introduction

This report describes the principles and the practical application of an idea to actively control a
sound field. The idea to actively control a sound field was first described by Rayleigh, 1877. In
his patent he described a way to control acoustic power radiated by a primary source by destruc
tive interference of a primary source with a secondary source.

After this idea a lot of publications for the active control of sound fields have been published. In
these publications various techniques and ideas were presented but in all active control systems
presented, the signal of a secondary source is adjusted to minimize some cost-function.

To make a further distinction between the strategies of minimizing a cost function or perform
ance index, two basic objectives can be distinguished. One of these objectives is to minimize a
'global' performance index. Examples of such an approach are the minimization of the total
acoustic potential energy in an enclosure or the minimization of the power output of a source
array in the free field.

Another approach to active control is to minimize a 'local' performance index. With this strat
egy only local information is used to adjust the output of the secondary source. Two exanlples
of such local control systems are, the adjustment of the secondary source to produce a 'zone of
quiet' nearby, and the adjustment of the secondary source to maximize its own acoustic power
absorption.

The idea that is described in this report has a lot in common with the work of Olson and May,
1953. The idea is to generate a 'zone of quiet' by actively creating a surface with an acoustical
impedance of zero. The used surface is the diaphragm of a loudspeaker. A loudspeaker is a
device that can be described with electro-acoustic models. In these models the acoustic imped
ance of the loudspeaker to its surrounding sound field can be calculated and a method can be
presented to electrically compensate the loudspeaker for its electrical, mechanical and acoustical
behaviour.

The main goal of the work described in this thesis is to build such a compensation circuit.
Because of several variations in the compensation system due to environmental changes, a com
puter tunable compensation circuit is designed for a specific loudspeaker. With this tunable com
pensation system the idea is tested if it is possible to create, over a certain bandwidth, an
acoustic 'zone of quiet' like Olson and May did in 1953.
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1 Acoustical principles

As mentioned in the introduction there are two basic strategies to actively control a sound field.
The first strategy is to minimize a 'global' cost function by the action of secondary sources. In
this strategy the overall effect of both the primary and secondary source distributions are con
sidered. The cost-function that is used most, is the total acoustic potential energy in a specific
enclosure or in a free field. A simple example which illustrates such global control is that of two
closely spaced loudspeakers operating out of phase at low frequencies. Such a situation may
occur if one of the bass units in a stereo system is inadvertently connected the wrong way
around. In this situation the diverging spherical wavefronts generated by the two loudspeakers
are closely spaced compared with the distance between the wavefronts, which corresponds to
the wavelength of the disturbance. If the two sources are of the same amplitude, but are 1800 out
of phase, the peaks of one wavefront will almost coincide with the troughs of the other wave
front at all positions around the two sources. Under these conditions, destructive interference of
the field due to one source by that due to the other will have been achieved globally. As the fre
quency of excitation is increased, the wavelength of the soundwaves is reduced until it becomes
comparable with the separation distance between the two sources. The distance between the two
sets of wavefronts is then no longer small compared with the acoustic wavelength. Thus the
interference between the two sound fields will be destructive at some locations but constructive
at others and global control will not be achieved. A more theoretical view will be given in Sec
tion l.l.l

The second strategy to actively control a sound field is by minimizing a 'local' performance
index. In this strategy only local information is used to adjust the output of the secondary source.
The cost functions that can be used are the local pressure, or the absorbed power. In the first case
the secondary source is adjusted to produce a 'zone of quiet' nearby and the overall effect is that
the pressure is reduced around the secondary source. In the latter case the secondary source is'
adjusted to maximize his own acoustic power absorption. Both possibilities where mentioned in
the seminal work of Olson an May, [11].

In the following section a theoretical explanation is presented for the strategy to adjust the sec
ondary source to minimize the local power output, or to adjust the secondary source to maximize
its own acoustic power absorption. In this analysis an acoustical system is analysed in which the
acoustical coupling is described by a two port, see Figure 1. In this circuit we can define two

Pp Ps---.. ~ ~

I
~

acoustical Itwo port

..., ~

Figure 1: an acoustical system with two sound sources coupled with a two port.

monopole sources operating at the same frequency, generating the volume velocities qp and qs'
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and the pressures Pp and Ps'

To describe the two port a transfonnation matrix can be defined. With this transfonnation
matrix, constraints can be detennined for the secondary source to active by control the acousti
cal power with the secondary source. An analysis of these constraints is presented in the next
sections and is abstracted from an article of Elliot and Nelson [9], in which also the multi-chan
nel case and the situation when the two control strategies are used in an enclosure, are presented.

1.1 The theory

Consider two monopole sources operating at the same angular frequency 0); a primary source
whose complex volume velocity qp is fixed and a secondary source whose complex volume
velocity qs can be adjusted to achieve active control. The complex acoustic pressures at the posi
tions of the primary and secondary source can be written as

Pp =Zpp' qp + Zps' qs

Ps =Zss' qs+Zsp' qp

where Zpp and Zss are the acoustic "input" impedances seen by the two sources, and Zsp =Zps is
the acoustic transfer impedance between the sources. The acoustic power outputs of the primary
and secondary sources can be written as

1 *Wp = 2 Re [qp . ppl

1 *Ws = 2 Re [qs .pJ

in which the superscript * denotes complex conjugation, and Re[x] denotes the real part of the
quantity in square brackets. Using the relationships for Pp and Ps above, the power outputs of the
primary and secondary source can now be expressed as

1 * *Wp =2Re [qp .Zpp.qp+qp .Zps·qsl

1 * *WS =2Re [qs ·Zss·qs+qs .Zsp·qpl

1.1.1 Minimizing the total power output

The total power output of the primary and secondary source can now be written as

(3)

(5)

WI = Wp+ Ws

1 * * * *WI =2"Re[qs .Zss·qs+qs .Zsp·qp+qp .Zsp·qs+qp .Zpp·qpl (4)

1 2 2 *WI=2C1qsl .Rss+lqp\ .Rpp +2Re[qp·qs l·Rsp )

in which Rss =Re[Zss]' Rpp =Re[Zpp] and Rsp =Re[Zsp]' The function WI can be minimized with
respect to the real and imaginary parts of qs to yield

qso = -(~::)qp
It is interesting to note that when the secondary source is adjusted to minimize the total power
output, the complex pressure at the secondary source position is given by
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Pso = zsp' qp+zss' qso

so that expanding Zsp and Zss into their real and imaginary parts

Pso = Rsp·qp+j·Xsp·qp+Rss·qso+j·Xss·qso

But equation (5) for qso can be written as

(6)

(7)

(8)

so that

P so = j [Xsp ' qp +Xss ' qso] (9)

If the term qp is entirely real, then qso also is entirely real since equation (5) contains no imagi
nary terms. Under these conditions the pressure is imaginary with no real part. This results in a
power output of the secondary source, calculated with equation (2), of Wso = O.

The power output from the primary source under these conditions is the same as the minimum
total power radiated and can be written as:

1 2[ R;p]Wpo = W IO = 2"lqpl Rpp - R
ss

The power output of the primary source in the absence of control, qso = 0, is

so we can express the power output of the primary source when controlled by qso as

[ 2]Rsp
Wpo = Wpp 1- R . R

ss pp

(10)

(11)

(12)

1.1.2 Maximizing the power absorbed by the secondary source

The power output of the secondary source can be expressed after some manipulations of equa
tion (3) as

(13)

The power output Ws is minimized and thus maximizes the power absorption of the secondary
source at a volume velocity qsa' which is given by

(14)

It should be noted that the element Zspoqp is the pressure due to the primary source at the loca
tion of the secondary source. The maximum power output of the secondary source equation (13)
can now be written as

IZsp' qpl2 = -lqp!2. IZspl2 (15)
Wsa = 8 R 8 R. ss .' ss

which can be expressed directly in terms of the primary power output Wpp in the absence of con-
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trol, according to equation (11) as

_ IZsp!2 _ [ R;p + X;p ]
Wsa - -Wpp ' 4· R R - -Wpp 4 R R

ss' pp . ss' pp

where Rsp and Xsp are the real and imaginary parts ofZsp- Similarly, the power output of the pri
mary source can be written as

[
2 2]_ Xsp -Rsp

Wpa - Wpp 1+ 2. R . R
ss pp

It is clear that the primary source power output in the presence of an absorbing secondary source
could be either less than (if Rsp > Xsp) or greater than the primary power output in the absence
of control (if Xsp > Rsp)' By adding together the power outputs of the primary and secondary
sources the total power output of the two sources can be written as.

[

2 2 ], Xsp - 3· Rsp
Wla = Wpa + Wsa = Wpp 1+ 4. R . R

ss pp

It is thus also possible for the total power output to be greater than or less than the primary
source power output in the absence of control, depending an the magnitude ofX2sp and 3oR2sp-

1.1.3 Primary and secondary monopole sources in a free-field.

The acoustic pressure a distance R from a monopole source of strength q in free-space can be
expressed as:

(19)

where k is the wave number O)/co, Zo =0)2pO/(41tco), with Po the mass density of air and 0) is the
angular frequency of the pure tone source. Out of equation (19) the relation for the volume
velocity, at position R, can be determined:

q (R) =41tr2 . vR(R)

41tr2 1
- _. (jk+ R-) . peR)

jropo

making use of equation (21):

vR(R) = --.1_. ~o(R)
Jropo dK

Now the acoustic impedance at position R be given as:

[

1 . 1 ]+J-
Z(R - peR) _ Z kR

) - q (R) - 0 . 1+ (kR) 2

(20)

(21)

(22)

In the terms of the variables used above, the radiation resistance of both the primary and second
ary source are:
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Rpp = Rss = lim Re [Z(R)] = Zo
kR~O

so that R pp = R ss = Zo

If the single primary and secondary sources is a distance r apart, the transfer impedance is

Z Z - Z {sinkr . coskr}
sp = p s - 0 ---;a:- + } . -----rr-

so that

R = Z (sinkr) X = Zo (coskr)
sp 0 kr ' sp kr

(23)

(24)

(25)

The total power output of these two sources are minimized when the secondary source strength
is equal to

(
R ) sin (kr· qp)

qso = - R:: .qp = kr· qp . qp

This results in the total power output being reduced to

[
R2 j 2Jsp sinkr

Wto = Wpp 1 - R . R = Wpp [ 1 - (---;a:-)
ss pp

The variation of the total power output as a function of rfA=. kr/21t is plotted in Figure 2.

(26)

(27)

....=c.....
=o
...
QI

~
o

=-

Maxirnizine the power absorbed
4 I

I
I

3 I

I
I
I
I

2 \
I
I
\

\ .._-"",,~-----------1

Of- .. _.. __ .-._ .. - -- _ - -

.1f-:

.2f-i

.3~

-4' I I I I I I I I I
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o

=-
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If the secondary power absorption is maximized, then the secondary source strength becomes,
using equation (14)

_! . Zsp . q = _! . [Sinkr + j (coskr) ] . q
2 Rss p 2 kr kr p

(28)
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The power output of the primary source in the case of an optimal absorbing secondary source
can be calculated using equation (17) and is given by

(29)

so that

cos (2 . kr)
Wpa = W {I + }

pp 2. (kr) 2

The power output of the secondary source, using equation (16), is given by

(30)

1 k 2 . k 2
W = _W . _ . { (COS r) + (Sin r) }

sa pp 4 kr kr
(31)

so that

(32)
W

W = - pp
sa 4(kr)2

The total power output can be calculated by substituting equation (29) and equation (31) into
equation (18) so the fol1owing expression can be presented

2

W W { 1 1 ( coskr)
/a = pp + 4: . kr

3
4

. k 2
(Sin r) }

kr
(33)

The power output of the primary and secondary source, together with the total power output
under these conditions is illustrated in Figure 2. When we observe the total output power W/a
then one can see that the total power output of the source is slightly reduced if the source sepa
ration r is between A/12and 5A/12. As the secondary source is brought closer to the primary
source so that kr « I, the optimal absorbing power becomes in quadrature with the primary
source and its source strength grows very large. The effect of these secondary source strength is
to create a high pressure at the position of the primary source which is in phase with the primary
source strength. Under these conditions, the power output of the primary source becomes very
large and equation (30) behaves as

(34), kr ---t 0
WppW - -----:....:._____=_

pa 2. (kr) 2

so that Wsa =-1/2 • Wpa in this case. In this limiting condition, the secondary source is clearly
able to absorb a very large acoustic power, which is achieved by causing the primary source to
radiate twice as much acoustic power as is absorbed by the secondary source. The total power
output of the two sources when kr« I is

(35), kr ---t 0
WppW - --_____=_

/a 4. (kr)2

As can be seen in Figure 2, the netto effect of active control will be an enormously increase of
the total power of the primary and, optimal absorbing, secondary source combination.
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1.2 The best strategy for active sound control

As can be seen in the previous section the best strategy that can be chosen is the strategy in
which the total acoustical power is minimized. In this strategy the properties for the secondary
source to minimize the total power are:

qso =- (~::)- qp

Pso =zsp' qp +zss· qso

In this situation the acoustical impedance. at the secondary source can be described by:

(36)

(37)

In equation (37) it can be seen that 2so only depends on the shape and distance of the primary
source, not on its acoustical output impedance.

To conclude this chapter it can be stated. that if it is possible to create a secondary source which
can be controlled to generate an acoustical impedance of2 so• it is possible to minimize the total
acoustical power in a system of two monopole sources. In the next chapter a device is presented
and described that can act like such a secondary source.
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2 Using a loudspeaker as active acoustic impedance

In this chapter a more practical analysis is made to use the best active sound control strategy
described in Section 1.2, in a practical application. This strategy was to generate a specific
acoustic impedance with a secondary source. To do this several different secondary sources can
be used. In this thesis a loudspeaker is used as an adaptable acoustic load. This because a loud
speaker is a good described electric-acoustical transducer and therefore very suitable for using
in an active sound controlling system.

To get a better view in controlling the acoustical impedance of a loudspeaker, a closer analysis
is presented of the loudspeaker.

2.1 The Loudspeaker

In this thesis a mobility type model is used to describe the acoustical behaviour in an acoustical
system. In this model a conversion is made between the acoustical volume velocity and pressure
at the cone, respectively qs and Ps' and the electrical analogs Us and is, at the terminals of the
loudspeaker, respectively the voltage induced by the volume velocity, and the current generating
an acoustical pressure,

..-)..mn~·fi r ·rm.nmn~....
Figure 3: The electric-acoustic transducer of a loudspeaker

The relation between Us and qs can be given by:

x
<1J=---":·N·<1J

I m

d<1J
Us

dt
(38)

~ <1J <1J <1J
s m m m

= di . liN = vs ' liN = qs' A . liN

In which <l>m is the total flux of the magnetic flux in the magnet system, <I> the flux embraced by
the voice coil, I the length of the voice coil, x its position in the air gap and N the number of
turns. If the voice coil moves with a velocity vs a voltage Us will be induced. The volume veloc
ity qs equals the velocity of the cone (which is the same as that of the voice coil) times the area
of the cone projected on a plane normal to vs'

In the same way the relation between is and Ps can be presented as:
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A . LIN
<I> 'Ps

m

(39)

With the properties for is and Us it can be noted that in the mobility type circuit the following
relation between the acoustical and the electrical power can be given:

(40)

This means that the properties, stated in Chapter 1 for achieving active sound control, can also
be used in the electrical representative of the acoustical system.

2.2 The loudspeaker in an acoustical system

When a soundwave is impinging on the surface of a loudspeaker this soundwave sees a certain
acoustic load. To study this acoustic load an electric network can be presented that describes the
behaviour of the loudspeaker at the terminals of the loudspeaker. A better description of the
model is given in [3].

A simplified mobility type analogous model of a loudspeaker, described in [3], is presented in
Figure 4. In this model the electrical, mechanical and acoustical parts of a loudspeaker are pre
sented in an electrical circuit.

Electric part (Ze) mechanical part (Zm) acoustical part (Za)
I I IIs-----.

Figure 4: a mobility type model of a loudspeaker

The parts that belong to the three distinct dynamic systems of the loudspeaker are:

• ut' it: voltage and current at loudspeaker terminals

• us' is: acoustical drive voltage and current

• Re, Le: resistance and inductance of voice coil

• Lm, Cm, Rm: inductance, capacitance and resistance corresponding respectively to
mechanical compliance, mass and friction resistance of moving parts of the loud
speaker.

• La: inductance corresponding to mechanical compliance of air in closed box

• Rae' Ca: resistance and capacitance corresponding to respectively radiation resistance
and mass of moving air

In this model the behaviour of the loudspeaker is described as an electric circuit seen at the elec
trical terminals of the loudspeaker. This model can now be placed in the acoustical system pre
sented in Chapter1, in which the acoustical radiation resistance is replaced by an acoustical
coupling with the primary source that is described by a two port.The relations of the acoustical
two port can now be given by:
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T T T ~ 0
~ ReI LeI I~Il

>- >- acoustical
t >- Lm =:= Cm Rm >- La Us two port up>- >-

,Ir I,

0 0

u

Figure 5: a loudspeaker in an acoustical system with a primary source

i=Y ·u+Y·up pp p ps s

i=Y 'U+Y'us ss s sp p (41)

Y = Y
sp ps

As in Chapter I, the admittance Yso which minimizes the total power can now be calculated. It
is defined as:

i G
Y

so ---..:.: . Y Y= -
so u G sp ss

so sp

(42)

In which Gss =Re[Yss]' Gsp =Re[Ysp ]'

When it is possible to develop a device that controls the acoustical impedance of the loud
speaker, an active sound control system can be created with a loudspeaker.

2.3 Controlling the admittance Ys with an active two port

To control the admittance Ys of the loudspeaker first an analysis must be made of how large the
wanted Ys must be. Out of literature and measurements it can be stated that:

Yso « Ysm ' Yso « Yse and Yso « Ysac'

In which Ysm is the contribution of the mechanical part, Yse the contribution of the electrical part,
and Ysac the contribution of the acoustical part, of the loudspeaker in the total admitance seen at
the diaphragm of the loudspeaker.

So to adjust the admittance Ys' to become Yso' the loudspeaker must be compensated for almost
all its electrical and mechanical losses. The method used in this thesis is to control the loud
speaker with an ideal two port, whose equations are

(43)

When such a two port is used in a way presented in Figure 6, in this circuit Ze represents the elec
trical, and Zma of the mechanical and acoustical impedance of the loudspeaker, the input imped
ance seen at the diaphragm, can be made infinite in principle, corresponding with an acoustic
impedance of zero. In general the input admittance at the diaphragm will be:

Y
s us

-k·YY + m_a _
ma

(44)
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active
two port

(45)

Figure 6: compensation of the input impedance with a two port
This can be made zero by choosing Ze' =k oZe and Zma' =k oZma' The two port from Figure 6
can be realized by means of an ideal OPAMP in a circuit as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: realisation of the active two port of Figure 6

The factor k is given by the relation:

R '
k = _o_

Ro

With the former calculations it is showed that an controllable acoustical impedance can be cre
ated with an loudspeaker. However it isn't that simple to make an active sound reducer. The
component Zma of the loudspeaker, which contains the mechanical and acoustical part of the
loudspeaker, is influenced by the temperature, the air pressure and the humidity. The component
Ze' which contains the electrical parts of the loudspeaker, is dependent of the temperature. This
and the facts that the compensation is critical and over compensation makes the circuit oscillate,
contributes to the problems that have to be overcome.

2.4 A more practical view

In practice it is easier to create the impedances Ze' and Zma' with an adaptable filter, see Figure
8. This filter must be able to exactly represents an equivalent of the loudspeaker characteristic
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measured over a sense resistance Ro. To determine the relation between the input and output of

Figure 8: practical compensation circuit

the filter, a closer look has to be taken at the transfer function on the - input of the OPAMP
which depends on the impedance response of the used loudspeaker.

To make the filter that simulates the loudspeaker and sense resistance Ro, the electric model of
a loudspeaker, used in Figure 4, is not exact enough to generate the response that can compen
sate the acoustic impedance of the loudspeaker. An advanced model can be presented that better
describes the used loudspeaker and is presented in the filter structure of Figure 9. New compo-

Figure 9: the advanced filter model

nents in this model are the ladder network Rel-Re4, L el-Le4, describing the effect of the eddy
currents which reduce the effective permeability of the magnet system for high frequencies, and
the impedance Ra describing the leakage of air out of the box. This circuit can be simplified with
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the following circuit:

Figure 10: Simplified filter model

To calculate the transfer response of the adaptable filter the following equations can be made:

( R 0' 'I
u

IZ '+Z '+R') 2
\ a e 0

(46)

With He and Hmo given as:

H
e

1 + H H
e rn a

(47)

H =e
H

rna

Z
rna

R 'o
(48)

Filling in the parts Ro' and Ze' the common relation from He becomes:

He = A -------------
jCJl't 1

1 + -----------
jCJl't

12
1 + ---------

jCJl't
2

1+-------
jCJl't

23
1+------

jCJl't
3

1 + -----

(49)

jCJl't
34

1+---
l+jCJl't

4

With A = Rei/RO' 1:1 = Rei·LeI> 1:2 = Re2 ·Le2 , 1:3 = Re3 ·Le3 , 1:4 = Re4·Le4• 1:12 = Re2 ·Le1 , 1:23 =
Re3·Leb 1:34 = Re4·Le3·

This function is a fourth order low pass filter of which the level of decay can be adapted with the
parameters 1:1- 1:4.
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For the relation Hma, Ro and Zma' must be filled in. Before we do tllis we split the function Hma
in two parts, one part that contributes to the mechanical characteristics, Hm and one part with all
the acoustical characteristics, Ha.

Z
,

m

Z ' Z ' Z ' R ' Ha m a 0 m
(50)H ,ma R o R ' (Z ' + Z ') (Zm'] (~] 1 + H Ho m a

1 +
m a

lRO')lZa')

Filling in the parts Ro and Zm' and the common relation for Hma becomes:

H m

H
a

1 ( 1 ] ( ]
-I I BI I
R'11 1 I 1 1 1o _ + jffiC + -- 1 + Q (jffi't + --)

lR m m jffiL m ) l 0 jffi'to )

Which is a band pass filter with 'to = "'./(CmoLm), a Q-factor Q = Rm o"'./(CmILm)

and a gain B = Rn/Ro'.

Ha becomes:

R ' 1
__0__ = C( )
R a + jffiL a 1 + jffi'ts

Hll is a first-order low pass filter with gain of C =Ro'IRa and 't5 =RlloLa.

The total filter behaviour can now be described by:

H
e

HHe m
1+----

1 + H Hm a

The global filter structure is given in Figure II.

(51)

(52)

(53)

+

+

u '

Figure II: the global filter structure
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3 The global filter structure

In this chapter, the response of the global filter is detennined to get an idea of the precision of
the developed model in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 2 the structure of the global filter model has been described but what are the real val
ues of the parameters of the model? To detennine these values the model is fitted on the fre
quency response of the used loudspeaker over the resistance Ro, see Figure 12

~ Z

Vase A

tB, Ro

Figure 12: measurement scheme

To fit a describing model on a process a cost-function can be defined like the 'least mean square'
of the relative error between the output of the model, Hmodez{f) and the measured data of the
process, H(f).

2"~ ~~Il _Hm;'(;{(f) I

Tins cost-function is minimized by tuning the parameters of Hmodez{f) with an optimization
algorithm. The methods used in this report are the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and the
downhill simplex method. To make a good estimate of the parameters of the model several fit
programs have been written. The function to be fitted is the function of the model presented in
equation (53)

HeHm
1 + ...,.------=-=----=-=_

1+ HmHa
The sub-functions He' Hm and Ha are described in Chapter 2 and the parameters that have to be
detennined are:

He,' A,II ,1/2,h ,InJ~Ju ,14

Hm ,' BJo, Q

Ha " CJs
The model function in equation (53) is fitted on the frequency response of the loudspeaker. The
latter has been measured by means of an Hewlett Packard, HP 4192A, impedances analyser. The
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frequency was swept logarithmically from 5Hz - 100kHz with 50 measurements per decade. At
every measuring frequency the differential voltage A-B and the phase between these two inputs
are taken.

In the fit-program OPTIMIZE_3_ALGO the model is fitted by means of a quasi-Newton optimi
zation algorithm on the amplitude and phase response of the loudspeaker. When 13 parameters
are fitted at ones, the change that the optimization algorithm will terminate in a local minimum
is very large. Therefore the fit is splitted in a number of sub fits, in which over a restricted fre
quency-range only those parameters are adjusted that are active in this frequency-range. The
parameter estimations found will be the initial parameters for the next sub-fit. By using this
strategy the number of fitted parameters is reduced and an better initial fit is found for the next
sub fits, which results in a better result of the final fit.

Table 1: The fit strategy

fit no parameters max freq. range

I A, B,Jo, Q 513 Hz

2 A,fJ, B,Jo, Q 1,020 Hz

3 A.fJ,J12,f2,B,Jo, Q 5,070 Hz

4 A,Jj,J12,h,J23,f~,J34,B,JO, Q 50,271 Hz

5 A,Jj,J12,f2,J23,fJ,fJ4,f4, B,Jo, Q 100,000 Hz

6 A,fJ,J12,h,J23,fJ,fu,f4, B,Jo, Q, C,Js 100.000 Hz
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3.1 The results of the parameter fits

The final results of the fits, are listed in Table 2. These parameter values where found after the
final fit, fit-number 6.

Table 2: parameters of the global filter after fitno. 6

He Hm Ha

A =0.10407 B =59.20545 C = 6. 15975E-02

!J = 773 Hz Q =9.30672 fs =68.6 Hz

f12 = 2083 Hz fa =124 Hz

12=2,442 Hz

f23 = 7,782 Hz

h = 19,725 Hz

h4 = 86,037 Hz

14 = 149,197 Hz

The transfer characteristics of the amplitude and phase response of the fitted global filter are pre
sented in Figure 13 and Figure 14. The fitted responses are very close to the responses of the
measured loudspeaker and sense resistance Ro system.

The squared relative error (the argument in the sum of equation (54» between the fitted model
and the real process (Figure 15) is less than 0.35%, over the frequency range of 5Hz - 100kHz.
It can be noted that for a few frequency ranges the relative error between the global filter and the
real process shows some peaks. The first peak is around the resonance dip of the mechanical part
of the loudspeaker. In this frequency range, the phase response of the model doesn't exactly fit
the phase response of the real process. The phase curve makes in this small frequency band a
phase swing of --40 - + 40 degrees. A little error made in parameterfa, the centre frequency of
Hm' will result in a relative large error in the phase response in this frequency band.

The next two error peaks, are due to non-ideal behaviour of the loudspeaker, like the vibration
modes of the diaphragm as a membrane. In these modes, the diaphragm can not be described as
the theoretical 'rigid piston', but several resonance modes will appear in the diaphragm. Their
main effect on the perfonnance of the loudspeaker are the 'wiggles' on the response curve and
transient and delay distortions. On the electrical side of the loudspeaker these effects are only
measurable for those modes that influence the electrical impedance the most. This is because the
influence of the electro-acoustical part of the loudspeaker is small compared with the electro
mechanical and electrical parts in the model.

Another non-ideallity, that is probably the cause of error peaks, is the not-properly designed box.
At certain wavelenghts the loudspeaker will create standing waves inside the enclosure. To get
rid of these standing waves the enclosure of a loudspeaker must absorb the soundwaves on the
back of the cone completely to prevent the loudspeaker of creating standing waves inside the
box. When the absorption is not optimal several normal mode frequencies will occur with the
effect of making resonance peaks in the speaker behaviour. The assumption that the loading
effect of the cone is the cause of the error-peaks is based on the loudspeaker responses without
box, see Section 3.2, where these characteristics of the loudspeaker don't show these irregulari
ties.

To describe all the non-ideallities that can occur in the real process, the order of the model used
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in Chapter 2 has to be increased. However to represent these non-linearities in an electro-acous
tic equivalent is difficult, especially when the model has to be implemented in an analog hard
ware design.

-201:::::=----~

measured curve

fitted curve

H03

frequency
HO'

-25

·40

·45

Figure 13: Amplitude response of the fitted model and the real process

40r--------------------------.,

ntted curve

measured curve

HO' H03 HOs

frequency

Figure 14: Phase response of the fitted model and the real process
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Figure 15: The squared relative error between the fitted model and the real process

3.2 The variation of the parameters

After the estimation of the parameters, the variation of the parameters is analysed as a function
of the temperature, The temperature is responsible for the largest variation in the found param
eters. The variation in the parameters as a function of the temperature is therefore a good esti
mate of the maximal variation of the parameters.

To make a good estimation of the temperature dependence of the parameters a loudspeaker is
heated by putting the loudspeaker with its magnet on a temperature controlled hot-plate,
(IKATHERM HCH500). The temperature is measured with a PtlOO fixed on the magnet.

To put the magnet on the hot-plate the loudspeaker is taken out of the box. This has conse
quences for the loudspeaker response. The air that is pushed away on one side, will find its way
around the loudspeaker to fill in the void being left on the other side. This easy alternative
reduces the effectiveness in moving the air radially outward to launch a sound wave, the speaker
will act as a dipole and is correspondingly inefficient in the low frequency rang. Another effect
of removing the box is that the resonance peak will occur at a lower frequency. The reason for
this effect is that the box introduces an additional stiffness in the mechanical part of the louds
peaker which will raise the centre frequency of the mechanical part as can be seen in the results.

The measurements are taken for a few temperatures of the loudspeaker in the range of 20°C 
100° C and represented in Figure 16 and Tabl~ 17. For all the measured loudspeaker character-
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istics, a fit is made like in Section 3.1 and the results of these fits are presented in Table 3.

Loudspeaker at 100 deg

Loudspeaker at 21 deg

Loudspeaker at 55 deg

Loudspeaker at 75 deg

Loudspeaker at 100 deg

Loudspeaker 8155 deg

Loudspeaker at 75 deg

Loudspeaker a121 deg
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16: loudspeaker amplitude response for different temperatures

HOi H03 1-105
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Figure 17: loudspeaker phase response for different temperatures
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Table 3: variation of the paranteters as function of the temperature

temp A II f12 h f23 h 114 !4 B Q fa C f5
·C [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz] [Hz]

21 0.10432 782 2,203 2,424 7,964 20,414 89,206 147,993 41,0 6.17 86,6 3.2E-2 26.3

55 0.09048 884 2,457 2,512 8,283 22,055 93,564 160,822 40,4 6.69 77.7 2.7E-2 27.2

75 0.08266 905 2,207 2,169 7.890 22,209 90,201 148,686 38.8 6.82 70.5 2.0E-2 30.2

100 0.07405 951 2.090 2.018 7,887 22,722 87,599 140,250 36.0 6.89 62,3 2.6E-2 29.3

The results of the fits show that the electrical part of the loudspeaker is influenced most by tem-
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perature. This was to be expected because the temperature of the electric coil in the magnet is
heated up. This results in a higher impedance of the coil and an overall decrease of the amplitude
transfer response of the global filter of 3dB.

The mechanical part of the loudspeaker is also influenced by the temperature This due to the
heating of the loudspeaker itself and the surrounding air. The overall effect, for the mechanical
part, is the decrease of the centre frequency of the resonance dip and the maximum value of the
depth of the dip.

The acoustical part of the model describes the extra compliance that is created in the radiated
load as the loudspeaker is put in a box. The consequence of taking the loudspeaker out of the
box, is that this acoustical part no longer represents the measured loudspeaker, and that during
the fits the low pass character of the acoustical part of the fitted model is misused to get a better
fit for the electric and mechanical parts.

The results of these fits will be used to make an estimate of the parameter variation in Section
4.4. In this section the components of an analog global filter design are determined, to make
optimal use of the tunable range of the computer-controlled parameters.
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4 A tunable filter

The main goal is to develop a tunable filter that can simulate the electrical-acoustical behaviour
of a loudspeaker. To design this filter the first evaluation that has to be made is, whether the filter
will be implemented in a digital or an analog design. To make this choice a closer look has to
taken on the manner of optimizing the final filter design to simulate the real process.

The final filter design will be tuned by an optimizing algorithm that determines its search path
on an error-signal, the total noise level. This error-signal contains only information about the
amplitude of the signal. In our optimization it is wanted that not only the amplitude but also the
phase matches exactly the frequency response of the real process. To guarantee this, the Hilbert
Transformation states that the frequency of the error-signal must be minimized over a frequency
range that must be a few factors larger than the fit has to be. So fitting the final filter design over
a range of 100Hz - 1kHz for the amplitude and the phase, with only the noise level as error-sig
nal, will be guaranteed as the error-signal is minimized over a range form 5Hz- 50kHz.

This wide frequency range puts some limitations on a digital filter. To guarantee a 50kHz signal
frequency in the filter design, the throughput of the digital information has to be 100kHz or
higher. This means fast digital signal processing boards has to be used. In analog designs these
signal frequencies are much easier to process.

A digital filter is however more flexible than an analog design, because the filter can easy be
changed. This is not the case for an analog design, finally build, the structure is fixed and is hard
to change.

The final filter design is chosen to be an analog circuit. The reasons are practical, first, the
project is carried out in the research group' Analog Neural Networks' which evaluates idea's
and applications for an integrated analog neural network circuit. The final sound absorption
design will be controlled with a neural network circuit. To implement this circuit together with
its application in one chip, it is preferable that the filter design is analog.

Secondly in the research group not much instrumentation and expertise is present in digital sig
nal processing. For this reason, choosing a digital approach will mean poor technical support
from the research group. To prevent this problem the analog design is preferred above a digital
one.

An analog filter

The problem with an analog filter is to make it tunable with a computer. The easiest way in doing
this is by making a computer controlled resistor that can be adjusted with discrete impedance
steps. Practically this circuit would cause a very large circuit design. Therefore integrated cir
cuits were searched that could offer the same functionality. Three types of components where
considered. These components are:

• Digital to Analog Converters with an internal R-2R ladder network.

• Switched Capacitor Filters

• Operational Transconductance Amplifiers
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All of these components are suitable to make an adaptable filter design. To determine the com
ponent that can be used best, the design rules for the filter are listed below:

filter design rules:

• The bandwidth of the LS equivalent filter must be fit in amplitude and phase over a
range of 5Hz to 100kHz. This wide frequency range is necessary to guarantee a good fit
of the filter with the amplitude and phase response of the loudspeaker over the wanted
bandwidth, which is about I-2kHz.

• The phase response of the filters, that are build with the considered components, must
match the phase response of the loudspeaker. To be sure that this design rule is met, the
filters, build with the considered components, must have the frequency responses of the
filters mentioned in Chapter 2, Thus a four order low pass, a second order band pass
and a first order low pass filter must be build. All these adjustable filters must be build
with the considered components.

• The build filter has to be controlled by a personal computer to adjust the parameters of
the filter.

• The adjustable range must be sufficiently large.

4.1 Computer controlled filters

A tunable filter using DAC's

DAC's with an internal R-2R ladder network can be misused to create a digital controlled resis
tor, with this controllable resistor a tunable RC section of a filter can be build. To make this
resistance the DAC is used in the following circuit.

R R R R

2R

L..--r-......- .......--;f--+--.......--T--;r--~f---<._+--+-----+- lout I
L----+-__---...;...........---H----t~._---+_- Iout2

DBll
MSB

DBI0 DB9 DBO
LSB

A tunable filter using Switched Capacitor Filters

Switched capacitor filters are available in integrated circuits and are easy to use because of their
computer interface and adjustable range. However there are some factors that limit the use of
these integrated circuits in the final filter. First of all the integrated circuits are standard filter sec
tions. These structures are not variable, therefore the special structure of the He section can not
be made by these integrated circuits.

An other problem with switched capacitor filters is the maximum frequency of the input signals.
For the integrated circuits this is 100kHz. Because the frequency response of the final filter
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design must simulate the real process over a frequency range of 5Hz- 100kHz. The maximum
frequency is therefore a limiting factor for using this components.

A tunable filter using OTA's

An operational transconductance anlplifier is very useful in applications for tunable filters [20]
[27]. When used in a circuit, most of the wanted tunable filter can be designed with a minimum
of components. This and the large frequency range in which the OTA's can be used makes them
the best choice for the final filter design.

For a more information about the OTA see Section 4.2.

4.2 The Operational Transconductance Amplifier

An Operational Transconductance Amplifier, (OTA) is an active device that has a differential
input that controls the current output with a transconductance gain gm. This transconductance
gain gm is assumed proportional to an external control current labC' and can be varied over sev
eral decades. The symbol used for the OTA is shown in Figure 18 along with the ideal small sig
nal equivalent circuit.

lout---.

Figure 18: OTA: a) Symbol, b) Equivalent circuit of ideal OTA

The relation between the transconductance gain gm and the control current labc is given in equa
tion (I):

gm = h· Jabc (1)

The proportionality constant h is dependent upon temperature, device geometry oft the inte
grated circuit, and the production process, and can be described as h = q/ (2KT) .This
proportionality can typically be obtained for OTA's, in bipolar and CMOS configurations, in
weak inversion,

The output current 10 is given by:

(2)

This behaviour of the OTA can be used to control filter parameters, via the external bias current.
The advantage of filter structures, build up with OTA's, is the design simplicity and reduced
component count when compared to OPAMP based structures, many of the basic OTA based
structures use only OTA's and capacitors and are therefore attractive for integration purposes. A
few basic OTA structures are presented in the next section, Section 4.2.1.

As shown in the model Figure 18b, the input and output impedances in the model are assumed
ideal. Current control of the transconductance gain can therefore directly be obtained with con
trol of labc' In practice the OTA's are not ideal and this puts some constrains on the design of
OTA filter structures. First a constraint is put on the differential input voltage. To make sure the
internal circuits of the OTA are in weak inversion, resistors are necessary to limit the input dif
ferential voltage on the input of the OTA's. This differential input voltage must be limited to a
few mV. The second constraint is the maximum current that can be driven by the OTA's. The
maximum current is ImA. This limits the range of the transconductance gain gm of the OTA's.
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4.2.1 OTA basic bUilding blocks.

In this section a few OTA basic structures are presented. With these structures the distinct sub
sections of Figure II, the global filter structure, on page 20 can be described.

The VVR, voltage variable resistor

One of the standard building blocks used in current controlled filter structures is the controlled
impedance. The circuit in Figure 19 is a single ended grounded VVR, the voltage variable resis
tor.

1
Figure 19: single ended grounded voltage variable resistor (VVR)

The controllable impedance created is:

Yin
Z· =

In I
in

(3)

A transconductance controlled amplifier

With an OTA it is possible to design a non-inverting amplifier, in which the gain is controlled by
the variable transconductance gain of the OTA. The transfer function of the transconductance

Yin
Yout

(4)

Figure 20: transconductance controlled non-inverting amplifier

controlled amplifier of Figure 20 is:

Vout
--=R[·gm
Yin

When the R[ is replaced by a capacitance or an inductance, and the Vout is buffered, an ideal inte
grator or differential can be build. This action can be controlled by the transconductance gain
IJ
e>m'

4.3 The global filter build up with OTA's

The final filter structure is build out of three sections which described the electrical, mechanical
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and acoustical behaviour of the loudspeaker. In this section the three distinct sections will be
described before the final filter structure is presented

4.3.1 The subsections He. Hm1 Ha
The global filter structure in Chapter 2, Figure 11 can be splitted into three distinct transfer char
acteristics of the electric, He' mechanic, Hm• and acoustic, Ha• parts of the loudspeaker. The
transfer functions of these three blocks can be implemented in OTA filter structures.

Subsection, He

The electric behaviour of the loudspeaker can be described in He:

H = A 1=--- _
e JOHl1 + --------,--------

jOHl21 + ---------
jOH21+-------,-----

jOH23
1+ .

jOH31 + . -
jOH34

1 + 1 .
+jOH4

The OTA filter structure that has this transfer function is presented in Figure 21

Figure 21: A staggered low pass OTA filter

This OTA structure can be simplified with the equivalent electrical circuit in Figure 22

gml Yin Vout------..

Figure 22: equivalent electrical circuit of a staggered low pass OTA filter

(5)
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The transfer function of this OTA filter is He with the parameters in equation (5) defined as:

A =gmo.Rl 't1 = I/Rl.Cl 'tz = I/Rz·Cz 't3 = I/R3,C3 't4 = 1/ R4C4

't 12 = I/RlCz 'tZ3 =1/ RzC3 't34 = 1/ R3C4

When the OTA's are ideal the parameters will be:

In this model it is chosen to tune only the resistances of the fourth order low pass filter. With
these four parameters only the proportion between the cut- off frequencies can be adjusted. To
tune also gain of the low pass filter an extra parameter A is added.

Subsection Urn

The mechanical behaviour of the loudspeaker can be described by the transfer function:

(6)
B

He =
1+ Q (jOO + ~o)

000 Joo

Tins is a band-pass filter which can be build in a OTA filter structure with transconductance con
trolled gain B, Q factor and centre frequency (00 and can be seen in Figure 23. In this circuit the

transconductance controlled feedback, gmz on the - input of the input OTA 1, is responsible for
the differential behaviour of the band-pass filter and can be described as an inductor L that is
placed in parallel with the transconductance controlled resistor R and the capacitor C

Yin

Figure 23: band pass filter with adjustable gain, Q factor and centre frequency

The transfer characteristics of the OTA band-pass filter is Hm given in equation (5)

. r<; 1
With: B = R . gml' Q = R . ~L and 000 = JL. C

z
with an ideal OTA this can be written as:
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B = gml, Q = 1
gm3 gm3

Subsection Ha

The acoustical behaviour of the loudspeaker in the global filter can be described by Ha and is
given as:

~:' = C [~1+] ]

This transfer function is a first order low pass filter structure that can be implemented with an
OTA filter structure presented in Figure 24. In this circuit a transconductance controlled lossy
integrator with a differential input is shown. The circuit can control the gain C by gml and the
pole frequency (05 can be adjusted by gm2'

Yout

Figure 24: low pass filter with adjustable gain and pole

The transfer characteristics of the low pass filter in Figure 24 is Ha

'th r' - R d _ 1
WI ~ - a·gml'an (05 - R C
If the OTA's are ideal this can be ~rit¥en as:

4.4 The final filter design

In Section 4.3 the three distinct part of the loudspeaker have been described, in these presented
OTA circuits the OTA's are assumed ideal. In practical applications the used discrete OTA's are
far from ideal. As mentioned in Section 4.2 the major limiting factor with commercially availa
ble OTA's, is the limited differential input voltage swing. To overcome this problem voltage
attenuators and buffers at the input of the OTA's are used. Although such circuits are useful, a
price is paid for this modification. First the circuit requires more components, second, the finite
bandwidth of the OPAMP's, used as buffers, will limit the frequency response of the OTA struc
tures. Finally the attenuation of the input signal of the OTA causes a serious loss in dynamic
range.
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The final filter design is presented in Figure 25, this circuit is a result of several experiment with

Hm OTA5

OTA9

OTAO

Figure 25: A tunable filter build with OTA's

different OTA structures. In the final filter design, it can be seen that all the inputs of the OTA's
are limited by voltage attenuators. In the final design two types of voltage attenuators are used.
One type of attenuator is used in the tunable RC structures of subsections He and Hm. This
attenuator is only build up out of resistors, e.g. RlQ, R 11 and R12. The resistors in these RC struc-
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tures are part of the tunable R. The second type of voltage attenuator is a buffered type. This
attenuator, build up round a OPAMP and resistors RS 1 and Rs2, used in Hm and the feedback
loop of the final filter design, doesn't influence the to be limited output. The buffered attenuator
is therefore used in those situations where a high impedance is created. When unbuffered resis
tors were used, to limit the voltage swing, the used resistors should have a high impedance,
which results in a bias input current to the input terminals of the OTA that is to low to make the
OTA operate well. In those cases a buffered attenuator is used.

How are the three subsections recognised in the final OTA filter?

He, is constructed with OTAO-OTA4, the capacitors CI-C4, and the attenuators, R01,I~02' RlO
R12 and R20-R22, to limit the input voltage swing of the OTA's OTAO - OTA2. OTA3 and OTA4
are directly connected to the staggered network because after some experiments it turned out
that the voltage swing on the input of the OTA's OTA3 and OTA4 never exceeded 20mV. The
resistors R30 and R40 are placed in parallel with the OTA's OTA3 and OTA4 to limit the tunable
range of the R created with this OTA's.

Hm, is constructed with OTA5-0TA7, the capacitors Cs and C6,which are responsible for the
differential and integration actions of the band-pass character of Hm, and the input attenuators
R lO-R12 and R70,R71' The buffered attenuator, build up round a OPAMP and RSl' RS2' limit the
input voltage swing of OTA6 and OTA7.

Ha, is constructed with the OTA8 and OTA9, and is a practical application of Figure 24. The
OTA8 is connected to the input voltage attenuator of OTAO, R60-R62 and OTA9 are responsible
for the tunable R of the RC structure, created with OTA8 and OTA9. The output of Ha is buff
ered so that the voltage swing over C7 can have an acceptable range.

In the final filter design, the number of components, resistors and capacitors, and adjustable
parameters, transconductance gains of the OTA's, are extended to 35 variables. Each of these
variables has to be defined by the designer and must be chose to simulate the real process of
loudspeaker and resistance Ro best, This value estimation is difficult to do by hand. to tackle this
problem a strategy is followed to get the best estimation for the components.

The estimation strategy:

• First, the final OTA filter is translated in a simplified electric circuit. This simplified cir
cuit is simulated and fitted with an optimization program, on the real process, by tuning
the parameters of this simplified circuit.

• Determine out of the estimated parameters of the simplified circuit the real parameters
of the final OTA filter, making use of some assumptions about the input voltages and
output currents of the OTA's.

• Finally fit the simulated real OTA filter, in an optimization program on the real process

by tuning on the transconductance gains of the OTA's. All the other components deter
mined in the previous fits are chosen to be the real measured values of these compo
nents and are fixed during the fit. This strategy is used to eliminate the effects of using
only standard components in the filter design. The use of standard components can
slightly change the frequency response ofthe filter.

4.4.1 The simplified electric circuit of the OTA filter

The OTA filter can be converted into a simpler electrical equivalent. In this simplified circuit all
the constructed tunable resistors are replaced by a single resistor, the OTA's that controls the
common gain of the three blocks are replaced by a current source, and all the voltage attenuators
at the input and outputs of the OTA's are replaced by a simple factor k, and most of them are part
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of the defined resistors in the simplified circuit.

The result of the simplification is presented in Figure 26:

Hm_

Ha

Figure 26: The simplified circuit of the final OTA filter

The impedances Ze' Zm and Za are defined as

Zm~ l+R .JCm . (jWo IL .C + 1 )
m L ,,;. m m . . IL 0 C

m JW ,,; m m

R a
Za = 1 . R C+JW' a a

(8)
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The transfer functions of the three circuits in Figure 26 can now be calculated as:

U3 =Za"gm8"U2

U2 =Zm" gm5' (Vou/- U3) (9)

Vou/ = Ze' gmO' (kO' Yin - U2 )

Substituting the U3 and U2 in Vout gives the transfer function of the simplified electrical cir
cuit of the final OTA filter

Vou/ [ Ze"gmO J
Yin = ko ' 1+ (Ze' gmO) . (Zm' gm5)

1+ (Zm "gm5) . (Za' gm8)

when we define He = Ze' gmo' Hm = Zm' gm5 and Ha = Za' gm8 the transfer function
can be written as:

Vou
/ = kO " ( He ]

Yin 1 + He· Hm
1+Hm·Ha

the transfer function of equation (11) is fitted with an optimization algorithm on the transfer
function of the real process of loudspeaker and sense-resistor Ro in Figure 12. The cost function
that is minimized with the algorithm is the LMS of the relative error between the frequency
response of the model and the real process, see equation (54). The used optimization program is
OPTIMIZE_3_0TA.ALG 1, a modified version of the quasi-newton optimization program used
in Section 3. To get a good result. like in Section 3, the total estimation is splined in a number
of sub-fits. These sub fits are fits of the model over a restricted frequency range with only the
parameters taken into account that are active in this frequency-rang. The parameter estimations
found are used as the initial parameters for the next sub fit. The used optimization strategy is pre
sented in Table 4. This strategy is somewhat complex but gives the best fit in the low frequency
range of the simplified model to the real process, see Figure 29.

During the fits gmo, gm5 and gm8 are chosen to be fixed with a value of 9.6E-03 mho, because
the transconductance is typically 19.2 X Iabc" The maximum value for I abc is ImA so the oper
ational!abc is chosen to be500 I..l A. The transconductance is fined when the capacitors in the cir
cuit are chosen to be real existing values.

Table 4: the optimization strategy for estimating the simplified circuit components

fitno parameters to fit max. freq. range

1 R I> Rm, Cm' Lm 513 Hz

2 ReI' Cel' Rm, Cm' Lm 1,020 Hz

3 ReI' Re2, Cel, Ce2, Rm, Cm' Lm 5,078 Hz

4 ReI' Re2, Re3 , Ce3 ' Rm, Cm' Lm 50,271 Hz

5 ReI> Re2, Re3' Re4, Ce3 ' Ce4' Rm, Cm' Lm 100,000 Hz

6 ReI, Re2, Re3 , Re4, Rm, Cm' Lm 100,000 Hz
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Table 4: the optimization strategy for estimating the simplified circuit components

fitno parameters to fit max. freq. range

7 ReI, Re2, Cel' Ce2, Rm, Cm' L m, Ra, Ca 1,020 Hz

8 gmo, ReI, Re2, Rm, Cm' Lm, Ra, Ca' (Cel -Ce4 chosen real values) 1,020 Hz

9 gmo, Re3 , Re4 100,000 Hz

The results of the fits

The result of the fits is presented in Table 5. The values in this table are the values after fit
number 9 is made.

Table 5: estimated parameter values

Parameter value

leo 2. I 320E-03

gmo 9.92 I 3E-03 mho

ReI 4,961 ohm

Re2" 3,283 ohm

Re3 796 ohm

Re4 200 ohm

Cel 47.24 ~F

Ce2 56 ~F

Ce3 18,13 ~F

Ce4 12,1 ~F

gm5 9.60E-03 mho

Rm 18.2 ohm

Cm 923,65 ~F

L m 1.85 mH

gm8 9.560E-03 mho

Ra 3,742 ohm

Ca 585,00 ~F

The transfer characteristics of the amplitude and phase response of the simplified circuit are pre
sented in Figure 27 and Figure 28. it is seen that the fit is very close for frequencies below the
2kHz. This is the result of the fit strategy, the price that has to be paid for the close fit is a relative
great error in the higher frequencies. The relative error between the simplified circuit and the
real process is presented in Figure 29. In this figure it can be noted that the relative error is lower
than 0.1 % in the frequency rang 5 Hz - 2 kHz.
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27: The amplitude response of the fitted simplified circuit
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Figure 28: The phase response of the final simplified circuit
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Figure 29: relative error between the simplified circuit and the real process

4.4.2 Determination of the final OTA filter components

In Section 4.4.1 the final OTA filter has been converted to a simplified electric circuit. In this
section the back-conversion is made for the estimated parameters. To make this back-conversion
a few assumptions are made for occurring voltages and maximum variation ofthe tunable com
ponents.

The first step is to give the component relation ofthe final OTA filter to the simplified circuit for
the three subsections.

Subsection He:

Subsection Hrn:

ReI = RlQ+R I

R e2 = R 20 +R2

Re3 = R3

Re4 = R4

Cel = C I

Ce2 = C2

C e3 = C3

Ce3 =C4

(12)

Subsection Ha:

Rm = k l . ks . Rs
Cs

Cm=-kk
I· S

k l C6L =_._-
m k7 gmS· g6

(13)
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kg
R = _. (R 60 +R6 )

a k
1

k1
C = -' C7a ks

In the above presented relations the following variables were used:

(14)

R ll +R 12
R 1 = --,---------=:-

1+gml .R ll

R 30
R 3 = ----,---

1+ gm3 . R 30

R50

R 21 +R 22
R2 = --,-------:::-

1+gm2· R 21

R40R4 =----
1+ gm4 . R 40

R 61 + R 61

1 + gm9 . R61

(15)

and,

R 02
V. I

ko= In max

ROl +R02 '1JTAOI max

k 1

R 12 R 1
k2

R 22 R 2

R ll +R 12 R 1 +R lO R 21 +R22 R 2 +R 20 (16)

k5

R 52
k6

R 62 R 6

R 51 + R 52 R 61 + R 62 R 6 +R60

R 70
kS

R 70
k7 =

R 70 + R 71 R 70 + R n
The second step is to detennine the maximum variation of the tunable parameters. This is impor
tant, because when we can use the full tunable range of the OTA's, no scaling problem will occur
when we want to control the parameters with a computer controlled optimization program.

In Section 3.2 on page 25 the variations of the global filter is detennined as a function of the
temperature. These global parameter variation, presented in Table 3, "variation of the parame
ters as function of the temperature," on page 26, is used to estimate the maximum variation of
the parameters ofthe final OTA filter. The relative variation in the cut-off frequencies is used to
calculate the absolute variation in the resistors in the simplified circuit.

Table 6: variation in the resistors

cut-off frequency fl f12 f2 f23 f3 f34 f4

frequency at 21°C 782 2,203 Hz 2,424 Hz 7,964 Hz 20,414 Hz S9,206 Hz 147,993 Hz

Hz

max. frequency 951 2,457 2,512 8,283 22,722 93,564 160,S22 Hz

Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz

min. frequency 782 2,090 2,018 7,887 20,414 87,599 140,250 Hz

Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz
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Table 6: variation in the resistors

cut-off frequency 1'1 1'12 1'2 1'23 1'3 1'34 f4

resistor ReI Re2 Re2 Re3 R e3 Re4 Re4

impedance at 21°C 4,961 3,283 795 200

max. impedance 6,033 3,662 3,402 827 885 209 217

min. impedance 4,961 3,115 2,733 787 795 196 190

To make the final OTA filter better suited to fit the real loudspeaker and sense-resistance process,
a somewhat larger margin is taken in which the resistors Re1-Re4 and Ra can be tuned. The min
imum value of the resistance is determined to be a factor 0,8 smaller than the resistance ant
21 ° C and the maximum value of the resistance is detemlined to be a factor 1.15 greater than the
resistance at 21°C, So the variation range of the resistors Re1-Re4 and Ra is given as:

Table 7: estimated variations of the resistors

resistor ReI Re2 Re3 Re4

impedance at 21°C 4,961 3,283 795 200

max impedance 5,705 3,775 915 230

min impedance 3970 2,626 637 160

The range, in which gm can be controlled, is dependent on the maximum rating of the control
current labc of the OTA, Typical, for the NE5517, this is 2mA, To get a save margin the maxi
mum current for labc is chosen to be ImA, and to detennine also a minimum control current, the
minimum control current that is used, is 10 ~A. When the minimum and maximum control cur
rent labc is determined the range gm can now be calculated and will vary between:

Rml = 19.2xlO-
3

mho and g I . = 19.2xlO-
5

mho
max - m mIn

The last assumption made a priori, is the maximum allowed input voltage swing of the OTA's.
Tins differential input voltage, must be in the range of a few mV to maintain a reasonable degree
of linearity and therefore in the final OTA filter limited to maximum 15mV.

After the maximum and minimum values of the components are determined, the detennination
of the component values of the final OTA filter can be started

Factor ko

V· I =5V }In max

~TAOI = lOmVmax

(17)

The values chosen for ROl and R 02 are R Ol = 2, 200l;1 and R02 = 4.70. which results in a
real koof:

Subsection He:

0-3
2.132xl (18)
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RI, RIO, Rll, Rl2

The constrains are:

VII = 0.3V
max

ReI = 49610.

Rei I . = 39700. Re11 = 57050.
mIn max

gm1 1 . = 19.2xlO-5 gm1 1 = 19.2xlO-3

mIn max

With the constrains of equation (19) and with the relation of R 1 in equation (15), the values of
RIO' R 11' R 12 and RIcan be detennined as:

RIO = 33000.

R 1 = 16610.

R2, R20, R21, R22

The constrains are:

Rll = 22000. R 12 = 2200.
(20)

(21)

V21 =56mV
max

Re2 = 32830.

Re21 . = 26260. Re21 = 37750.
min max

gm2 1 . = 19.2xlO-5 gm2 1 = 19.2xlO-3

mIn max

With the constrains of equation (19) and with the relation of R2 in equation (15), the values of
R 20, R 21 , R 22 and R 2 can be detennined as:

R 20 = 22000. + 3300.

R 2 =7530.

R3, R30

The constrains are:

R 21 = 6800. R22 = 8200.
(22)

(23)

V~I = 20mV
. max

Re3 =7960.

R e3 1 . = 6370. Re31 = 9150.
. mIn max

gm3 1 . = 19.2xlO-5 gm3 1 = 19.2xlO-3
min . max

With the constrains of equation (19) and with the relation of R3 in equation (15), the values of
R30 and R3 can be detennined as:

R4, R40

The constrains are:

R30 = 12000.

R3 = 7960.
(24)
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(25)
R 41 = 2300

e max

Re4 = 2000

Re41 . = 1600
mIn

gm41 . = 19.2xlO-
S

g m4 1 = 19.2xlO-3

min max

With the constrains of equation (19) and with the relation of R4 in equation (15), the values of
R 40 and R 4 can be detennined as:

R 40 =3300

R4 = 2000
(26)

Subsection Hm:

Factor k}

kl can be described as:

R 12 R 1

R u +R 12 R 1 +R lO
(27)

filling in the variables gives:

k1 = 0.030437411 (28)

Factor ks and Rs
The constrains are:

vsl < l.OV
max

R m = 18.240

Rsl < 50kO
max

gm71 . = 19.2x10-
s

gm71 = 19.2xlO-
3

mIn max

substituting k1, equation (29), and Rm in the definition of Rm in equation (13) gives:

(29)

(30)

To meet the constraint put on Rs, ks is chosen to by approximately 0.05, this will result in a Rs
between 10 kOlun and 20 kOhm. A practical choice for RSI and RS2 is:

R S1 = 22000 RS2 = 1000 (31)

what results in:

k S = 0.04347826 and Rs = 137830

now the maximum tunable range of R5 can be calculated, using

(32)

(33)
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by choosingRso = lOOkn, the tunable range of Rs will be:

Rsol = 54502n
max

Rsol . = 1184n
min

(34)

C6, factor k7and R70, R71

Making use of equation (13) the following relation between C6 and k7 can be given:

C6 Lm · (gmS· gm6)
= O~k7 k1

Initial gms is chosen to be equal to gm6 = 9.6xlO-
3

, these transconductance gains are fitted
on a more appropriate way during the final fit. Now the relation between C6 and k7 can be cal
culated.

C6 6
k = 5.607707xlO- llF

7

By choosing C 6 = 47 .24nF, k7 must be k7 = 8.424121 xlO-
3

To make the factor k7 the resistors R70 and R71 are chosen as:

(36)

R 71 = 1200n (37)

(38)

resulting in a final k7 of:

R 70 = 8.26446281xlO-3

R70 + R71

It can be noted that this k7 is not exactly 8.4212lxlO-3. This mismatch can be compensated by
tuning gms and gm6. This tuning will be done during the final fit

Cs
C5 can directly be calculated out of equation (13), substituting the known variables gives

C s = 1.239xl0- 6

This capacitance is made by putting two capacitors in parallel yielding:

Cs = I11F + 220nF

Subsection Ha

C7 and Rn

Making use of equation (14) the following relation between C7 and kg can be given:

(39)

(40)

C7 C
k = k a = 1.921976821 xlO-

S
(41)

g 1

Choosing C7 = 12011F, kg must be kg = 6.24357xlO-
3

kg is made with the resistors R70 and Rn- R70 is already chosen to be IOn Therefore to make
the best matched kg, Rn is chosen, Rn = 1500n, resulting in a final kg of:
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= 6.62252xlO- 3
(42)

R6, R60, R61, R62

Making use of equation (14) The definition for R60 +R6 is:

R . k
a 1 = 17198Q
kg (43)

For calculating the resistors R60, R61 and R62 the follow constrains can be made:

V61 =O.15V
max

R60 + R6 = 17198Q

.t:ll . = 45Hz
nun

gm9 1 . = 19.2xlO-S
min

fal
max

= 140Hz

gm9 1 . = 19.2xlO-3
min

(44)

Making use of the frequency range, over which the cut-off frequency of the subsection Ha has
to be tuned, the tunable range of resistance R60 + R6 can be calculated with:

(45)

the result is:

(46)

With the constrains of equation (44), equation (46) and the relation of R6 in equation (15), the
values of R60, R61 , R62 and R6 can be determined as:

R60 = lOkQ

R 6 =7198Q

R61 = 33kQ R62 = 3300Q
(47)

4.4.3 The final fit of the final OTA filter

After the determination of all the component values whether the final OTA filter, the final OTA
filter is described in the fit program OPTIMIZE_3_0TA.ALG2 to check of the back-conversion,
simplified circuit - final OTA filter, is made well, and to make the last adjustments on some
parameters. This adjustment is necessary to eliminate the slightly change in frequency response
by using only standard components. The parameters that are variable during this final fit are the
components presented in Table 8, with their initial values:

Table 8: The final fit parameters that are variable

parameter initial value

Rleff 4.961E+03

R2eff 3.283E+03
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Table 8: The final fit parameters that are variable

parameter initial value

R3eff 7.957E+02

R4eff 1.996E+02

R5eff 1.378E+04

R6eff 1.7l98E+04

gmO 9.92l7E-03

gm5 9.600E-03

gm6 9.600E-03

gm8 9.600E-03

The components that are fixed during the final fit, with their values, are presented in Table 9 The

Table 9: The final fit parameters that are fixed.

parameter value

kO 2.132E-3

kl 3.044E-02

k5 4.348E-02

k7 8.264E-03

k8 6.623E-3

Cl 47.24nF

C2 56.00nF

C3 18.130nF

C4 12.137nF

C5 luF+220nF

C6 47.08nF

C7 120.045 nF

parameters are optimized with a fit program what is a modified version of the fit program used
in Chapter 3 and Section 4.4. The used optimization program is OPTIMlZE_3_0TA.ALG2, the
optimized cost-function is the LMS of the relative error between the global filter and the real
process. The initial values of the parameters are presented in Table 8 and Table 9, the frequency
range in which the OTA filter is fitted on the real process is 5Hz - 100kHz.
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After the final fit, the best parameters found by the program are presented in Table 10:. The

Table 10: The final fit parameters after the final fit.

parameter final value

RlO+Rl 4.961E+03

R20+R2 3.283E+03

R30//R3 7.957E+02

R40//R4 1.996E+02

Rm 1.597E+04

R60 + R6 1.7198E+04

gOlO 9.945E-03

gOlS 9.529E-03

gOl6 9.753E-03

gOl8 9.600E-03

ko 2.132E-03

k1 3.044E-02

ks 4.348E-02

k7 8.264E-03

k8 6.623E-03

C1 4.724E-08

C2 5.600E-08

C3 1.813E-08

C4 1.214E-08

Cs 1.220E-06

C6 4.708E-08

C7 1.20045E-07

response calculated by the program for these parameter combination in the final OTA filter is
presented in Figure 30 and 32. The characteristics shows that the frequency response of the OTA
filter represents the frequency response of the real process, well, what is a check that the chosen
OTA filter can represent the real process.
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Figure 30: The amplitude response of the final OTA filter calculated with the fit program
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Figure 31: The phase response of the final OTA filter calculated with the fit program

The relative error, made between the final OTA filter and the real process is presented in Figure
32 and is approximately the same as the simplified electric circuit, as was expected.
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Figure 32: The relative error between the final OTA filter and the real process made the fit

The found parameters in Table 10 and the frequency characteristics of the final OTA filter in Fig
ure 30 and 32, are simulation results. In these simulations the circuit is assumpted ideal, in a
practical application, however there are several effects that can disturb the calculated frequency
response. The best way to see how these effects influence the total frequency response is to build
the circuit with the calculated components, adjust the Iabc of the specific OTA's to the calculated
value of Table 10 and measure the frequency response

Table II: The components in the final OTA filter

ROI =2,200Q R02=4.7Q

RIO = 3,300Q RII = 2,200Q RI2 = 220Q CI = 47nF

R20 = 2,200+ 330Q R21 = 680Q R22 = 820Q C2 = 56nF

R30 = 1,200Q C3 = 18.2nF

R40= 200Q C4= 12,lnF

R51 = 2,200Q R52 = 100Q C5 = I JlF+_220nF

R60= IOkQ R61 = 33kQ R62 = 3,300Q C6=47nF

R70 = 1,200Q R71 = IOQ C7 = 120nF

The measured final OTA filter characteristic can now be presented in Figure 30 and 32.
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Figure 33: Amplitude response of the final OTA filter circuit
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Figure 34: Phase response of the final OTA filter circuit

It can be noted that the frequency response of the final OTA filter circuit is not exactly the fre
quency response of the real process. The reason for this fit is the variance of the transconduct
ance gm' in relation to the control current labe- Typically this transconductance is defined as
9,600 Ilmho, with a amplifier control current of 500IlA, however the variance in this factor is
significant, from min. 6,700 Ilmho till max. 13,000 Ilmho.

To overcome this bad fit, an active impedance control system, described in the next chapter,
must have an optimization routine to search for the best parameter values. In this system the con
trol system has to create an optimal fit between the real process and the OTA filter so that all the
electrical, mechanical impedance, sensed by an external sound source, can be compensated and
that the acoustical impedance will meet the constraint stated in Chapter 2 to minimize the total
acoustic power.
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5 The active impedance control system

In Section 2.4 the practical application is described how a loudspeaker can electrically be com
pensated for his electrical, mechanical and acoustical losses. To make this application work a fil
ter has to be build described in Chapter 2, that can describe the real process. This means that the
filter also has to follow the variations of the real process and therefore has to be tuneable. Tuning
the OTA's in this filter can be done by 10 input terminals which are current controlled. These ter
minals are connected with D/A converters to a Personal Computer. With this PC it is now pos
sible to optimize the parameters of the tunable filter to minimize a cost-function, the total noise
level measured by a microphone, and to follow variations of the real process.

5.1 The Hardware

After the introduction the total system is presented in Figure 35 and described in the next sub
sections.

0
6 OTA

~ -ILS D/A
FILTER

~
~

[> f ~
Figure 35: The active impedance control system

The Loudspeaker

The used loudspeaker is a Woofer of type AD70611(eI2 no. 242225737918) with an imped
ance of 8,Q. This loudspeaker is mounted in a PVC pipe with dimensions, 0 19,4 cm, depth 12
em. The box is filled with isolation material with a weight of 5.4 gram. The isolation material is
used to prevent resonance modes in the back-loading of the loudspeaker.

The Amplifier

The amplifier is build up round the High Current - High Power Operational Amplifier 3572 of
Burr Brown. This OPAMP has high output current integrated circuit operational amplifiers. The
performance, easy of use and compact size makes him ideal in the use of high current applica
tions.

The OPAMP is equipped with PET input stages for high input impedance. This high impedance
provides a neglectable source impedance loading in the used configuration. The output circuitry
of the OPAMP provides for external current limiting resistors. This allows the user to select the
current limit value suited to his particular application and further the OPAMP has a thermal pro-
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tection circuit on board to protect it self.

To create a loudspeaker compensation circuit the OPAMP is used in the following configuration

- input [black]

output [red]

-Vcc [-15V]

I

+Vcc [+15V]

Iohm

Figure 36: Operational Amplifier configuration

The OTA Loudspeaker Filter

This filter is a electric equivalent of a loudspeaker response measured over a sense resistor Ro.
To tune the characteristic parameters of the filter, the filter is equipped with 10 control inputs.
With these control inputs, it is possible to control the transconductance gain of OTA's, Opera
tional Transconductance Amplifiers, and so the transfer characteristics of the filter. For a full
description of the OTA and the designed OTA loudspeaker filter see Chapter 4.

The Personal Computer

The Personal Computer is a DELL 450SE, which has a 25 Mhz, 86486 SX microprocessor
working inside, and is equipped with DjA and AID converters to interface with his environment.
The PC is used to run a control program, SOUND40, which can control the currents of the con
trol inputs of the OTA loudspeaker filter, with the DjA converters of the Pc. To make an optimal
adjustment of the parameters an optimization algorithm is implemented. With this algoritlml the
computer can search for a minimum in the cost-function, the total noise level, measured by a
microphone and sampled with one of the AID converters on board. To make an optimal search,
all kind of parameters of the optimization algorithm can be adjusted by the operator, like ini tial
step taken by the simplex, number of iterations, the variables of the simplex algorithm and
which parameters are fixed and variable during the fit.

With the program SOUND40 also manual control is possible. This feature is implemented to
give the operator the possibility to adjust an initial parameter setting for the optimization, to
interrupt a optimization search when the algorithm has found a, not useful, local minimum, or to
break off an oscillation of the total system.

To get a full description of the program SOUND40 see the sub-report with the listing and the
command to be used.

The DIA converter

The DjA converter is a DDA-06 analogi digital expansion board for the IBM Personal Computer
from Keithley Data Acquisition. This board provides 6 channels of 12 bits analog output and 24
lines of digital I/O. To control all the 10 inputs of the OTA loudspeaker filter, 2 boards are used
and are located in the PC reserved I/O area on address (Hex) 300 - 30F, board I and 310 - 31 F,
board 2.

The DjA converters are set to a voltage range of (-IOV - + IOV) and connected to the control
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inputs with a IOkQ resistor. Because the OTA control current is connected to a current mirror
that has its reference on -Vee =-10V, the total current range which can be controlled by the A/
D converters is from 0-2mA. The bit resolution is 12 bits that means that the minimum current
step =0.488/lA.

For more information about the DDA-06,[28]

The AID converter

The AID converter is a DAS- 1202, a multifunction analog/ digital expansion board for the IBM
Personal Computer from Keithley Data Acquisition. The DAS 1202 offers 8 differential or 16
single-ended inputs with 12-bit resolution at up to IOOksamples/s. The inputs are bipolar with a
maximum of ± 5V.

A 3-channel programmable timer provides timing for the AID conversions and may be triggered
on three ways: by software command, by the on-board programmable timer, or by an external
trigger pulse.

Thirty-two bits of digital I/O are available on the DAS 1202. These digital bits may control mul
tiplexers, read external status, gate the counter/timer, and so on.

The DAS1202 is used to provide samples of the rectified and integrated signal of the total noise
level measured by a microphone. Because the analog signal is preprocessed before sampling no
timing strategies has to be used to guarantee the sample rate. Therefore, the converted sample
value, is polled out of the AID channel when needed in the program.

The DAS 1202 expansion board is inserted on address (Hex) 240 - 25F of the reserved I/O space
of the Pc. To make maximal use of the range of the AID converter C± 5V), the input signal is
internally amplified with a selected gain of 2.

For more information about the DASI202,[29j

The Microphone System

The microphone system is the part of Figure 35 that measures the noise and processes this data
to give a measure of the total average noise level. This total noise level is used as a cost-function
to be minimized by the control system. The total microphone system contains a microphone, an
amplifier and a self-made rectifier and integrator. The microphone is a Senheizer MD42 I-U-4,
the amplifier is a Densie MX- I001 and the self-made rectifier and integrator is presented in Fig
ure 37.

10k 15k

mic. out

Figure 37: microphone signal rectifier and integrator

The function of the rectifier and integrator is to relieve the control program SOUND40 from pre
processing the microphone signal. The preprocessed microphone signal, is used to calculate the
cost function of the optimization algorithm and can be described by:
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T

~ fl v (t) Idt (48)

o
T is the RC time of the integrator and is given by l/21t· 15H2 • IOIlF =0.016 sec. This RC time
is chosen to be short to smooth the rectified signal. This gives the control program an possibility
to react on an oscillation of the active sound control system. The consequence of this strategy is
that to make a function evaluation of the cost function, the program has to average a number of
samples to get a stable function value. Thus the cost function minimized by the optimization
algorithm is:

(49)

With T =0.016 sec., v(t) the microphone signal and N the number of samples taken to calculate
the average noise level. The period between the samples is software controlled and is adjustable
by the user. Disadvantage of this method is that no exact sample frequency can be offered by the
program.

The primary source

The primary source used during the experiments is an active motional feedback(MFB) box, con
nected to a function-generator. The box has a maximum output of 75 Watt for a pure sinus. The
used function-generators are an ADVANTEST TR98202 signal generator and a Bruel & Kjaer
Sinus random generator type 1027. The first signal-generator is used when a swept sinus is used
in the measurements. The second functiongenerator is used to generate a noise band with a spec
ified bandwidth round an to adjusted frequency.
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6 The ResuIts

With the active impedance control system described in Chapter 5. It is invested how well this
system can reduce the total noise level and if it is possible to reduce the noise over a significant
bandwidth. This analysis is done for two different types of operation of the active noise control
system.

The first strategy is to minimize the total power of the primary and secondary source, see Figure
38. In this type of control the compensation circuit is placed within a 1../4 distance of the primary
source while the error sensing microphone is placed in the free field. The effect after optimiza
tion is a global noise reduction in the free-field.

~~~:r~
H~
secondary

source

control
system

Figure 38: minimizing the total power of the primary and secondary source

The second strategy is to create a local 'zone of quiet'. In this configuration the secondary
source is placed in the free-field of the primary source, at a distance> A. The error sensing
microphone is placed close to the secondary source, see Figure 39, at a distance approximately
the diameter of the cone of the secondary source. The effect after optimizing, is a quiet zone
round the secondary source. A numerical calculation of the spatial extend of this' zone of quiet'
can be found in [13]

primary ~
source .~

Nl secondaryVLJ source

control
system

Figure 39: creating a 'zone of quiet'

The method of active impedance control, depends on how well the frequency response of the
OTA loudspeaker filter can approach the response of the real process. To make the two
responses fit an optimization algorithm is used to tune the parameters of the OTA loudspeaker
filter. In Chapter 3 and 4, this optimization is done with the cost function.

NIH (j)1
2

E =!""{l __m_}
r N ~ H(j)

f= 1

(50)
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In practical situations this cost-function is not easy to implement, therefore the average noise
level, measured by a microphone is used as the to optimize cost function:

1 N
Er = N L {V(n)}

n=l

T

; V(n)= ~Jlv(t)ldt
o

(51)

To get a good estimation of the sound level in a frequency band with the used cost function of
equation (51), a strategy can be used to step with the primary source through a frequency band
with a pure tone sinus. During a sweep, at every frequency step the average noise level is sam
pled and averaged with the other samples. After one sweep the function Er can be evaluated in
the control program to make the next optimization step.

This strategy however is difficult to implement in the control program because the program has
to communicate with a functiongenerator to control the sweep. An alternative is to implement Er
by excitating the control system with a noise band. When the average noise level is sampled over
a sufficiently long time, the total signal information will be rich enough to be evaluated as cost
function.

Another strategy is to excitate the control system over a specified frequency range is to with a
continuous frequency sweep generated by the primary source. As in the previous alternative
when the noise level is sampled and averaged over a significant long time the averaged value
will be a good value for the cost function in that frequency band.

To see if this strategy works the frequency band in which the loudspeaker is compensated for his
losses, is analysed. This is done by excitating the system with one frequency, then with noise
bands of diverse bandwidths, round a specified centre frequency.

The centre frequency is chosen to be 150Hz. This frequency is just above the resonance dip of
the loudspeaker, which is at 138Hz. The OTA loudspeaker filter is then optimal fitted on the
slope of the resonance dip of the real process and only the parameters that are responsible for the
shape of this dip are taken variable during the optimization. This parameters are, the gain LPFl,
the gain BPF of the resonance dip, the B & Q factor of the dip and the centre-frequency fo.
At every fit procedure the following characteristics were measured.

A. The loudspeaker response measured over the sense resistor Ro.
B. The OTA loudspeaker filter response after optimizing.

C. The transfer function, MFB loudspeaker input - noise level microphone, with active
noise control.

D. The transfer function, MFB loudspeaker input - noise level microphone, with a
short circuit of the terminals of the secondary loudspeaker.

E. The transfer function, MFB loudspeaker input - noise level microphone, with the
temlinals of the secondary loudspeaker open.

The measurements were done with several noise bandwidths and frequency sweeps. During this
experiments it was hard to get real good reproducible results. Most of the experiments had prob
lems in making a good optimization search. All the noted effects that disturbed the optimizations
are described in the conclusion and recommendations are made for improving the results.

Some of the measurements had a satisactory result and showed that the principle of creating a
adaptable acoustic impedance will work if the proper constrains are met. The results are pre
sented in the next sections for the configurations of Figure 38 and 39

All the optimizations started with the initial setting of the OTA loudspeaker filter, presented in
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Table 12.

Table 12: initial settings OTA LS filter

Parameter D/A value component value

gain LPFI 909 363.91lA

cut off freq. f 1 681 496012

cut off freq. 12 844 32831"2

cut off freq. h 186 7951"2

cut off freq. f 4 372 19912

gainBPF 1128 469.4IlA

B & Q factor 226 15980 Q

cut off freq. fa 1144 475.81lA

gain LPF2 1269 536.51lA

cut off freq. is 348 1719512

The amplitude and phase response of the initial OTA loudspeaker filter are presented in Figure
40 and 41.
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Figure 40: Amplitude response of the initial OTA LS filter
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Figure 41: Phase response of the initial OTA loudspeaker filter

6.1 Global noise control configuration

In this section the results for noise control are presented with the noise control configuration of
Figure 38. In this configuration the global noise level is minimized. The measurements that gave
satisfactory results are fits make with

1. pure tone sinus 150Hz

2. 3.16Hz noise band round a centre frequency of 150Hz

3. 10Hz noise band round a cemre frequency of 150Hz.

The settings

Table 13: the settings found for the fits

Parameter
D/A value D/A value D/A value
150Hz sinus 3.16Hz noise band 10Hz noise band

gain LPFI 969 1051 992

cut off freqo h 681 681 681

cut off freq. fz 844 844 844

cut off freqo h 186 186 186

cut off freqo f4 372 372 372

gain BPF 1047 1177 1254

B & Q factor 287 414 343

cut off freq. fa 1055 1149 1127

gain LPF2 1269 1269 1269

cut off freqo fs 348 348 348
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The amplitude and phase response

The amplitude and phase response as function of the frequency of the OTA loudspeaker filter
and the real process

• OTA loudspeaker filter fitted with a pure tone sinus of 150Hz:
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Figure 42: amplitude response of the OTA LS filter fitted with a pure frequency of 150Hz
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Figure 43: phase response of the OTA LS filter fitted with a pure frequency of 150Hz
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• OTA loudspeaker filter fitted with a noise band of 3.16Hz round a centre frequency of
150Hz:

fitted curve
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Figure 45: amplitude response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 3.16Hz noise

band round 150Hz
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Figure 46: phase response of the OTA LS filter fitted with a noise band of 3,16Hz
round 150 Hz
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• OTA loudspeaker filter fitted with a noise band of 10Hz round a centre frequency of
150Hz:
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Figure 47: amplitude response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 10Hz noise band round
150Hz
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Figure 48: phase response of the OTA LS filter fitted with a noise band of 10Hz round
150Hz

The noise reduction

The noise reduction is determined with two reference measurements who represents the noise
level in the room without compensation circuit. The two different reference measurements are
taken with:

1. a loudspeaker with the terminals short circuit.

2. a loudspeaker with the terminals open.

These two types of references have different effect on the acoustical environment. So is a open
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loudspeaker flexible and results in a slight noise reduction in comparison with the blocked
loudspeaker in 1. The presented noise reduction figures are calculated as:

noise reduction =Hc-HO (52)

noil, band 3.16Hz

pur' tDn' rinul 150811:

notft band 108:1[
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With He,the response between the input signal of the MFB box and the microphone signal, with
compensation, Hois the response without compensation.

• loudspeaker with the terminals short circuited.
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Figure 49: noise reduction between compensation and LS with short-circuited.
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Figure 50: noise reduction between compensation and open LS.

In these two noise reduction figures, it can be noted that the number of dB that the sound is
reduced is depending on the bandwidth in which the sound reduction is created. When a small
frequency band is created, in which the sound is reduced, the measured sound reduction is larger
than when the sound reduction bandwidth is larger.

Second effect that can be noted is that the noise reduction between the Figure 50 is somewhat
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larger than in Figure 49. This effect was already mentioned in this section and also measured
during the experiments.

6.2 Local noise control configuration

In this section the results for noise control are presented with the noise control configuration of
Figure 39. In this configuration the local noise level is minimized generating a 'zone of quiet'
round the secondary source. The measurements that gave satisfing results are fits made with:

I. 31.6Hz noise band round a centre frequency of 150Hz

2. 100Hz noise band round a centre frequency of 150Hz.

The settings

Table 14: fit on 150Hz pure-tone sinus

Parameter
D/A value D/A value

31.6Hz noise band 100Hz noise band

gain LPFI 929 935

cut off freq. it 681 681

cut offfreq. h 844 844

cut off freq. h 186 186

cut off freq. f 4 372 372

gain BPF 1126 1119

B & Q factor 188 197

cut offfreq. fa 1155 1269

gain LPF2 1269 1269

cutofffreq. fs 348 348

The amplitude and phase response

The amplitude and phase response as function of the frequency of the OTA loudspeaker filter
and the real process

• OTA loudspeaker filter fitted with a noise band of 31.6Hz round a centre frequency of
150Hz
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Figure 51: amplitude response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 31.6Hz noise band
round 150Hz
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Figure 53: phase response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 31.6Hz noise band round
150Hz
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• OTA loudspeaker filter fitted with a noise band of 100Hz round a centre frequency of
150Hz
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Figure 55: amplitude response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 100Hz noise band round
150Hz
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Figure 57: phase response of the OTA LS filter fitted with 100Hz noise band round
150Hz
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The noise reduction

• loudspeaker with the terminals short circuited.
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Figure 58: noise reduction between compensation and LS with short circuited.

• loudspeaker with the terminals open.
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Figure 59: noise reduction between compensation and open LS.

In the two local sound reduction figures, as in the global sound reduction factors, the effect is
measured that a larger noise reducing bandwidth results in a smaller sound reducing effect in dB.

Also in these figures it can be noted that the bandwidth in which the total system is optimized
doesn't result in a larger sound reducing bandwidth. Especially the 100Hz fit is not the wanted
result a larger noise reducing bandwidth than the fit with 31.6Hz. A analysis of this effect is
given in the conclusion
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7 Conclusion

In the results it is noted that a frequency band of sound can be reduced in noise power. This
proves that the anti sound system isn't working as an oscillator, 1800 out of phase with the pri
mary source and that the system is adapting the acoustical impedance of the secondary source.
However the results found were not so good as hoped for because of several problems that influ
ences the controllability of the total sound reducing system.

A profound analysis of these problems could not be made because of the complex design of the
OTA loudspeaker filter and control program; the control system was only available for the last
two months of my period by Philips Research Labs.

All the problems found are noted in this section and a first try is made in explaining them. The
problems found are:

I. Optimizing the filter for just one frequency only works for frequencies below
±220Hzand above the resonance frequency of the loudspeaker.

The reason that the compensation circuit fits best round the resonance dip of the loudspeaker can
be explained by rewriting equation (44) in Chapter 2:

1
Ys=Ya - R R

o Z' 0 Z' ZR" a+R" e- e
o 0

R'=Y _~ . Y , . 1_-:::::--;;--_
a R a R' )

o l+Y"(Z'-~'ZaeRo e

Ys can be written out in the first two tenus of the taylor progression:

(53)

(54)

(55)

R ' R' .
Y "" Y - ~ . Y '. (1 - Y '. (z '-~ .Z))s aR a a eReo 0

R' R' R'
"" (Y - ~ . Y ') +~ . Y '2. (Z '-~ .Z)aR a Rae R e

000

which result in the same conclusion as in Section 2.3 but with a somewhat different constraint
than present in Chapter 2.

R' R' ) R'
Y "" Y - ~ . Y , Y '2. (Z '-~ .Z «~ . Y - Y ,

s aR a a eRe R a a
000

In equation (55) it can be seen that controlling Ys means Ze' - (Ra'IRo) oZe == O. However, Ys that
has to be created, is small so that it is essential that:
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In practical application this means that Ze' has to fitted very close to Ze of the real process. If this
constraint is not exactly met then only around the resonance dip, that means fa' small, a sound
reducing effect will be obtained.

The reason that only above the resonance dip a sound reducing factor can be created is caused
by the incompletion of the OTA loudspeaker filter. This system is designed to fully compensate
the mechanical an acoustical losses of the loudspeaker with Ze' and Za' . However Za' lacks the
possibility to adjust the acoustical radiation impedance. To extend the model for better results, a
profound analysis has to made for the ideal Zso that has to be created at the secondary source in
a free field.

A first estimation for Zso' by filling in R ss' R sp and Zsp in the equation for Zso indicates that the
radiation impedance can be described by and acoustical compliance. Above the resonance dip
this compliance can be compensated by the OTA loudspeaker filter by adjusting the capacitive
character of Za'. Below the resonance dip Za is inductive and therefore can by no way be
adjusted to tune the acoustic radiation impedance.

2. Optimizing the 'zone of quiet' gives better results than to optimize the total noise
power.

The explanation for this effect is given by the fact that in the latter case the maximum radiated
power of the primary source is limited by maximum power, the secondary source can compen
sate. When the secondary source is standing close to the microphone the radiated power of the
primary source can be increased which improves the signal to noise ratio of the microphone sig
nal.

A better signal to noise ratio means a better detection of sound level decay by the optimization
algorithm and a better fit will be obtained.

3. Optimizing a frequency band is with a noise band was difficult.

The method used in these experiments, was to excitate the compensation system over a specific
frequency band with a noise band. During these excitations the spectral density of the noise band
was fixed. In these situations it was difficult with the used method, to calculate a stable cost
function evaluation.

The method used to decrease the variation of the cost function was to take a larger number of
samples. This method has however a few negative properties. First this method leads to very
long optimization periods, in which the compensation circuit is drifting away from the initial
adjustment. Secondly this method introduces numerical resolution problems in the control pro
gram when the number of taken samples is to large.

Therefore other strategies has to be found to overcome these problems. One suggestion is given
in this section for improvements of the control program.

4. Optimizing with a frequency sweep does not work.

This can be explained by the same reasons stated in 1 2 and 3. Because the sweep frequency was
fixed from 0 - 200Hz the optimization was partly done under the resonance dip, in which no
optimization is possible and partly above the resonance dip, suffering from problems of2 and 3.
Therefore this method, with a not controllable sweep is not usable in the experiments, as was
found out during the measurements.
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5. Optimizing a composed signal of 2 or 3 frequencies.

The experiment was to try to fit the resonance dip of the loudspeaker on the dip of the compen
sation circuit by applying a composed signal of sinus signals in the frequency range of the reso
nance dip. In this experiment 2 or 3 sinus signals were added and cOImected to the MFB box, the
primary source. Optimizing the compensation circuit to reduce the composed signal results in a
reduction ofjust one frequency component of the composed signal. This is not the wanted global
sound reduction but a local minimum of the optimization search.

To prevent the optimization program for finding such local minimums the program has to be
extended with extra constraints.

6. The optimizations were done in a noisy room.

One of the major limitations of the experiments was the not ideal experimentation room. There
fore the microphone has a significant large background noise, which disturbs the detection of
slightly changes in sound level, during optimization. When serious experiments will be done in
the near future, a noise free room will be recommended to guarantee much better and faster opti
mization results.

7. In practical experiments no parameters of the OTA loudspeaker filter can be left out
during fitting.

In the initial fitting of the model on the measured real process, the fit strategy used began the fit
ting with a frequency band from 0 - 513Hz taking only the parameters A common gain of the
OTA loudspeaker filter and B, the gain of the band pass section, Q, the quality factor and to the
centre frequency of the band pass section.

In the practical situation this fit strategy won't work because the frequencies above the 513Hz
can never be left out. This puts constrains on the initial setting of the OTA loudspeaker filter.
This initial setting should be very close to the real process but because of variations of the com
ponents this property is very hard to get. Tuning the OTA loudspeaker filter on the initial setting,
found by computer simulations, the compensation circuit will oscillate. To prevent tIns instable
situation, a setting has to be chosen that it is too far away from the global minimization point.
Starting up a optimization search will therefore end in a local minimum, what can be seen in the

7.1 Recommendations

Based on the found results, no verdict can be made about the feasibility of a broad bandwidth
active sound control system, based on impedance control. To make a clearer verdict a more the
oretical analysis has to be made with the hints in Chapter 1. Besides theoretical, is the practical
side of the active sound control system also a point that can be improved. So should the OTA
loudspeaker filter be extended with more sections to get a better fit on the real process. More
analysis in the work area of the diverse parameters of the filter and can the signal to noise ratio
be improved.

Further practical improvements can be made on the control program of the OTA loudspeaker fil
ter, SOUND40. In this program the function evaluation of the cost function can be improved. So
can this evaluation be done faster and more accurate by sweeping a frequency band with discrete
frequency steps in which the control program controls the frequency steps generated by a func
tiongenerator. In this situation the control program can sample a specific frequency band on a
number of frequencies and gets an better overall evaluation of the noise level in that frequency
band.

In spite of the not really good results, a lot of insight has been obtained in the theoretical and
practical possibilities of this alternative way in looking at the generation of active sound control.
By tackling this problem in this wayan active sound control system can be obtained that is free
of the sensing microphones like in the common systems. This alternative control systems are
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